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proofs that the noblest impulses of gratitude and fame know
only rarely how to find an expression as beautiful as them-
selves. I felt that Paderewski was ready for a lengthy
conversation. Accordingly I began : " When I lunched
with you three years ago in New York you said something
which struck me very much and which made me particularly
keen to know more about your literary taste. ..."
Paderewski interrupted me : "I remember, I told you
that I disliked Tolstoy and that I thought that as a writer
he was and still is greatly overrated."
" Yes, exactly.   Do you still believe the same ? "
*s Indeed I do. I think Tolstoy was a marvellous
draughtsman but he could not paint. Yet his canvases
require the art of a painter, and his characters need to he
painted and not merely to be drawn, no matter how good
the drawing may be. There are other reasons as well that
make me dislike Tolstoy."
As Paderewski did not disclose them I did not press the
point, but went on : " What about Turgeniev ? "
" Ah, that is a different matter. I am a great admirer
of Turgeniev, but it is hard to talk of him in connection with
Russian literature. He is absolutely Western. Indeed,
Turgeniev is a French writer who happens to use the
Russian language."
" Are there any particular writers whom you consider
greater than all others : and who are they ? "
" Shakespeare, Molifere and Gogol. Of all the Russian
writers Gogol is for me the greatest. His Dead Souls and
his Revisor are masterpieces conceived by one of the great
literary geniuses of the world."
" What about contemporary literature ? Do you admire
Bernard Shaw as much as most Poles do ? "
"I like him and I enjoy his plays, which never fail to make
me laugh ; but I value him little. He is an excellent
entertainer, brilliant and amusing, but not deep. There is
nothing really creative in Shaw, and there is much too much
cynicism. I mistrust cynicism, and I value paradox only

